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A system of plate equations for the thickness-shear and flexural vibrations superposed on large initial 
deflection due to bending is derived; in the stress-strain relations the terms associated with the fourth- 
order elastic stiffness coefficients are retained. An explicit formula for the change in the fundamental cutoff 
thickness shear frequency is obtained and the effects of the terms associated with the fourth-order 
constrants appear to be significant for large gradients of the rotation angles. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The changes in the resonance frequencies of crystal 
plates subjected to initial stresses have been studied 
both experimentally and theoretically in the last twenty 
years. • The ratio of the frequency-change to the reso- 
nance frequency without initial stress, (f-fo)/fo, has an 
order of magnitude of 10 's to 10 '8 but accurate predic- 
tions of it have been obtained •'2 by including in the 
stress-strain relation the nonlinear terms associated 

with the third-order elastic constants and taking into ac- 
count the initial deformations. However, in the case of 
a plate subjected to large initial bending some discrepan- 
cies have been observed between experimental and both 
analytical and numerical results as described in Ref. 2. 
It was conjectured that including the fourth-order elastic 
constants in the stress-strain relations would accommo- 

date these differences. 

In Ref. 1 the basic plate equations of the theory of 
small deformations superposed on finite deformations 
are derived in Lagrangian formulation while in the 
stress-strain relations terms up to quadratic in the 
strain are kept. In the present paper the cubic terms 
in the str•dn, associated with the fourth-order elastic 
coefficients, have been included and plate equations are 
derived to accommodate the thickness-shear and flexural 

vibrating of rotated Y-cuts of quartz superposed on a 
state of large initial bending. The initial strain compo- 
nents are assumed small but large deflection gradients 
and rotation angles are allowed. An explicit formula is 
obtained for the change of the fundamental thickness- 
shear frequencies in terms of the initial deformation and 
second-, third-, and fourth-order constants. 

The higher-order elastic constants can be measured 
by observations in phenomena in which the elastic non- 
linearity is manifested. For a detailed discussion on 
this the reader is referred to Thurston. a Measurements 
of some of the fourth-order elastic constants have al- 

ready been made. Based on the phenomena of intermod- 
ulation in thickness-shear and trapped energy resonators 
Tiersten 4 obtained an estimate of C0000 for AT-cut 
quartz. 4 Using shock-compression experiments Fowles s 
and Graham ø have measured the longitudinal constants 
C• n and Caaaa for different cuts of quartz and sapphire. 
Their technique, however, is restricted to solids that 
can sustain large elastic compressions in uniaxial strain 

and to longitudinal elastic coefficients only. Some 
fourth-order constants for several cesium halides have 

been measured by ultrasonic techniques ? and combina- 
tions of fourth-order constants of fused quartz have been 
determined in uniaxial tension experiments. 8 Also 
Thurston and Shapiro demonstrated that the growth of 
the third-harmonic in an initially sinusoidal finite-am- 
plitude wave depends on both third- and fourth-order 
elastic constants. 0 

In this work a different method for the determination 

of the fourth-order constant is presented. The con- 
stants Coon, C00aa , and C00ss can be determined to accom- 
modate the differences between experiments and analyti- 
cal predictions. As it appears from Fig. 6 and in par- 
ticular Fig. 7--where the differences are more pro- 
nounced-of Ref. 2, a symmetric function in ½ with re- 
spect to ½ = 180 ø is needed and the additional quadratic 
terms included in the formula for Af/f provide qualita- 
tively this type of distribution. The order of magnitude 
of the fourth-order constants involved may be seen to 
be the same as that of the constants measured by the 
previously mentioned investigators. 

I. STRESS-STRAIN RELATION 

The notation followed here, shown in Table I, is the 
same as in Ref. 1, Table I--and the formulation of the 
problem is Lagrangian. At the present final state and 
the initial static state, the stress-strain relations are 
expressed, respectively, by 

+higher-order terms (h. o. t. ) in •'•t , (1) 
1 

T i •t = C i j le l E le l + 2 C i j le l m n E le t E m n + ol' C i • l• • m no a E le • E m n E t• q 

+h. O.t. in E•l , (2) 

a•d their difference is defined as the incremental stress- 

strain relation 

TABLE I. Notation used in Ref. 1. 

Total (at Initial (at 
present state) initial state) Incremental 

Displacement U i Ui ui = Ui - Ui 
Kirchhoff-Piola stress •i• Tii tij = • il - Tij 
Lagrangian strain 1• i• E ij • ij = • ij - E ij 
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' E•lEmn tit, q +h o. t tij =Ciyl•t •t + CijntrnnEnt •rnn + • Ciytnrnnpa .. ß 

where the products of the incremental strain have been 
omitted, the superposed motion being infinitesimal. 
Following Mindlin's m general procedure of series ex- 
pansion in the thickness coordinate xz, Eqs. (2) and (3) 
yield: 

T,e, Z C, E•' +-• E a C ij = a(ef) jkl (efg) ikjlrnn --rnn 

1 

+• • a,•,.•,C,•,•.••' •'J2 •'•' (4) f ,g,h 

ti j (el) • • • (efg) jk lmn = •n 

+• ate•gh)Ci•tm.•Eg ) E (e) _{h) (5) •m fi 'l]pq 
f,•,h 

where 

2b •*•/s+1 , seven a•a...•: 0 , s odd 
s=e +f+g+h+..., and 2b is the plate thickness. 

Truncating the i•inite series •d retaining terms of 
orders 0 •d 1 only, the stress-strain relations (4) •d 
(5) reduce to 

T• ø• : 2b(c. +:c;• +• .) & +• o• •o, •. (ci• +•. . 

(•) 

. b•(%• + c•o• • c•oo• +• b• c•) • (7) I) = • •Pq + • •Pq •Pq 

tJ ø' = 2b(C•, +C•(• ø' + • C• øø' +• b z CJ• x') U• ø' 

where the abbreviated Voi• notation is used • •d 

c•' =c,• •' 

• E, , •, •:0, 1 . 

(8) 

(9) 

(lO) 

Ii. INCREMENTAL MOTION SUPERPOSED ON INITIAL 
BENDING 

In this paper the initial stress-strain-displacement 
fields for a plate subjected to initial bending are taken 
the same as in Ref. 2, where a detailed analysis is 
presented. The initial strains E{iø)(i = 1, 6) are assumed 
small but the initial rotation angles of the plate ele- 
ments UI •) Ua {•) as well as the deflection gradients 
U(0) r•(0) z,•, "z,s are considered large and terms up to quadrat- 
ic in these quantities and their derivatives are retained. 
Therefore under these assumptions terms in '•'pq • '•'pq 

are discarded. 

The stress equations of motion for vibrations super- 
posed on initial bending are presented in Ref. 2 [Eqs. 
(23)]. Substituting the stress in terms of the strain ac- 
cording to (6)-(9) and using the strain-displacement 
relations (27) and (28) of Ref. 2, the displacement equa- 
tions of motion in the thickness-shear and flexural 

modes are obtained: 

. (1) .• (o) &.,,,, + •zuz,, + P•u, {• : •I '• , 

2,11 + , 

where 

•0• E•0• b2 • = C• + • + 2C• +• C• , 

3m •,,> "> •"' '" ) u•" w•,, •'•' • u•" •'•> c '•' ) v•" •">ul •' 

(11) 

The displacement equatiqns of motion accounting for 
the coupling with the ua (1) mode as well and variations of 
the incremental motion in the -X a direction have been 
derived, but being very lengthy are not reported here. 
They will be published in a subsequent Technical Re- 
port. 

In the previous studies "a of plate vibrations it was 
shown that differences between the changes in the fun- 
damental thickness-shear cutoff frequency at zero wave 
number and the changes in the thickness-shear frequen- 
cies are very small. A simplified formula is obtained 
in a similar fashion as in Ref. 2 for the variation of the 
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fundamental cutoff frequency of rotated Y cuts of quartz: 

C•0• b •. ( 66 

•00 + -- Clo,1 +•so,3 + x•6o,1 +C•,3)U3 20• •Coo 
i 3 

+ • Cll(UI•>U{11 ) +• Cl3(Ull>Ull}) tm{•) T{1)I 1, ,1 1, ,1 +2• x•6,1 + i,3• 

- • k Coo +h. o.t. , (12) 
where 

C(0) {0) • •(0) • •0) (0) 66 =0661E1 +•66• +•663•30 +Co6tEt , (13) 

C(1) =C El1} (14) 16•1 165 5 

C•l) E(1) • •(1) •3 =O561 1•3 +•563•3•3 

C(11) (E[I)) • 06633(E•1)) • (El1)) • (15) 66 = C6611 + + C6655 5 

k z =• •z , k being a correction factor. 1 

As it may be seen from Eq. (12), the frequency change 
depends on the longitudinal strain EI ø> (i.e., the stretch- 
ing of the middle pl•e) directly, as well • through the 
third-order elastic constants [Eq. (13)], on she• stroh 
[Eq. (14)] •d on the square of the longitudinal strain due 
to bending [Eq. (15)] For R(,1) • E(1 ß --i i,• • 0.1 (in the case 
of the plate of gel. 2 this would result in strain at the 
outer fibers of • 0.1•), the contribution of the terms 
•pearing in Eq. (15) is of the same order as those in 
Eq. (14), provided that the associated fourth-order 
constants are bigger th• the third-order ones by a fac- 
tor of 10. This is to be e•ected given the order of 
m•nitude found for the fourth-order constants by the 
previously mentioned investigators. • estimate for 
the fourth-order constant involved is not made here, 

however. because more data are needed and further ex- 

periments required. 

The phenomenon of small amplitude vibrations or 
wave-motion superposed as a state of initial bending, 
could be used to determine the fourth-order elastic co- 

efficients. A shortcoming of this method is that the 
higher-order terms related to the fifth- and higher-or- 
der constants do not vanish in formula (12). A thorough 
study of wave motion superposed on large bending is re- 
quired in order to obtain all the fourth-order elastic co- 
efficients and this constitutes a topic for further re- 
search. 
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